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The present invention relates toelectrical sys 
tems and methods, particularly to systems for and 
methods ‘of producing electrical charges, and 
more speci?cally to the production of electrical 
charges on discrete particles of matter. The in 
vention is particularly adapted to charging par 
ticles of matter having a relatively low, electrical 
conductivity. From a more limited aspect, the 
invention aims to dissolve clouds and fogs, to pro 
duce rain, and otherwise change atmospheric con 
ditions, and to scatter particles in a charged 
condition for other purposes also, the charged 
condition bringing about a repulsion of the par 
ticles and hence a more even scattering of the 
particles, etc. 

It is generally believed that atmospheric mois 
ture or water vapor or particles as large as, or 
larger than, about 0.04 millimeters in diameter 
are too heavy to remain long suspended inthe air, 
and they fall to the ground as rain drops, coalesc 
ing with other drops as they fall. Clouds and fogs 
are constituted of moisture particles suspended 
in the atmosphere, the diameter of which, it is 
estimated, is less than about 0.04 millimeters. 
These moisture particles are sometimes electrical 
ly charged and sometimes they are. neutral. If 
the electrical charges on some particles are of‘ 
opposite sign to the charges on other particles, 
the oppositely charged particles coalesce by 
mutual attraction to form larger units, and the 

‘ larger units fall to the ground as rain. Coales 
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cence may also take place, from one cause or 
another, when the moisture particles are neutral, 
though more time is required to bring about the 
precipitation. 
When the charges of the moisture particles are 

all of the same sign, whether positive or nega— 
tive, the particles are kept apart by repulsion. A 
cloud or fog of this character may remain as such 
for an inde?nite period, until atmospheric or 
other disturbances bring about a change in elec— 
trical conditions, or until the winds, cause the 
cloud to move to other regions. 
According to the present invention, other small 

or ?nely divided particles or nuclei, like sand, 
clay, marble dust, cement dust, and other media, 
and even ?nely divided liquid particles, are high 
ly charged with charges opposite in sign or polar 
ity to the charges of the moisture particles, and 
are then scattered into the cloud through a sub- ' 
stantial area to react upon the surrounding 
atmosphere. The charge on each of the scattered 
particles may be many thousand times as great as 
the charge on a single moisture particle,--say 
30,000 or 40,000 times as great. Each of such, 

(Cl. 175-265) 

charged sand or other particles will therefore 
cause, say, 30,000 or 40,000 moisture particles to 
condense around it as a nucleus, with rapid con 
sequent precipitation. Neutral clouds may be 
treated, ?rst with particleshaving a charge of 60 
one sign and then with particles having a charge 
of opposite sign, when the same coalescence or 
condensation and precipitation will be produced. 
All such arti?cially charged particles, unless 
otherwise stated, will, for brevity, be hereinafter 65 
denoted by the term “sand”, used in a generic 
sense. 

If desired, electrically charged particles of both 
polarities may be scattered simultaneously, the 
charges of opposite sign being scattered in sepa- 70 
rate strata. 

Similar results may be produced in vapor-laden 
atmospheres other than clouds or fogs. Assuming 
the vapor-laden atmosphere to be properly super 
cooled, the use of charged particles, according 7,5 
to the present invention, will hasten or increase 
the formation or condensation of a visible cloud, 
and then of rain. The vapor particles will con 
dense around the charged sand particles as nuclei; 
the condensation being hastened by the charges so 
on the particles. If the products of this conden 
sation are sufficiently heavy, they will fall as rain 
drops; otherwise, additional charged sand par 
ticles may be used as heretofore described, the 
charges of these additional particles being 013-. 85 
posite in sign to the charges of the sand particles 
that served originally as nuclei. ‘ 
The invention is obviously not restricted in its ' 

use to clouds formed of water or moisture'par 
ticles. Dust clouds, smoke clouds, and the like, 90 
may be dissolved in similar manner. .Any such 
formation containing ?nely divided particles that 
are electrically charged, or that may become 
charged by the use of sand particles-using the 
term “sand” as before de?ned-may be dis- 95 
sipated or dissolved by the use of the present in 
vention. To avoid circumlocution of language, all 
such formations will hereinafter beincluded when 
used in the speci?cation and the claims, under the 
generic term “cloud”. 
As is well known, sand,—using the term in the 

restricted sense,—is constituted largely of silicon 
dioxide, and this is an insulator. The same is 
true of many other “sand” particles, the term 
being now used in its generic sense. Insulating 
substances, as is well known, cannot easily be 
charged electrically except by friction; and this 
is true when the sand particles are perfectly dry. 
The sand particles employed should be somewhat 
moist 0r wet,—-which is ordinarily the case,-and 
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when in this condition, they are surrounded by 
a thin ?lm or films of moisture. It is these 
moisture ?lms that,- it is believed, take up the 
charge. 
‘The larger the sand particles, the larger will 

be the maximum charge that they can carry. In 
fact, this maximum charge is proportional to 
the square of the radius of the particle; for, as 
is well known, a'charge is always found on the 
outside surface and never in the interior ‘of the 
charged substance. Small sand particles, on the 
other hand, can be scattered more widely into a 
cloud than large particles, thus affording a larger 
number of nuclei about which the cloud par 
ticles may condense or collect. For practical con 
siderations, therefore, the particles should be 
large enough to carry a sumciently large charge, 
and small enough to permit wide scattering. 
Sand particles that will pass through sieves of 
from 50 to 200 mesh have been found to yield 
satisfactory results. 
The invention will now be described further in 

connection with the accompanying drawings, in 
v which Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view of circuits 
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and apparatus constructed according to a pre-_ 
ferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
apparatus being shown in side elevation, partly 
broken away; Fig. 2 is a cross section taken upon 
the line 2—2 of Fig. 1, looking in the direction of 
the arrows; Fig. 3 is an enlarged cross section of 
one side ofthe lower end of the nozzle shown 
in Fig. 1, showing two sand particles being 
charged; Fig. 4 is a view of an air plane showing 
the nozzle projecting through the lower side of 
the fusilage and distributing the charged sand; 
Figs. 5 to 8 inclusive, are views of modi?cations 
of nozzles; and Fig. 9 is a fragmentary longi 
tudinal section of the modi?cation ‘shown in 
Fig. 8. 
The most convenient method known of reach 

ing the clouds or othersupersaturated atmos 
pheric zones or strata in order to dissolveor dis 
perse them is by using aeroplanes, balloons, or 
other dirigible aircraft, but the invention is obvi 
ously not restricted to this known method. One 
such aeroplane is illustrated in Fig. 4. The air 
planes or balloons should be supplied with a suit 
able sand-charging mechanism and the charged 
sand may be scattered into a cloud through one 
or more nozzles 33. The invention is not limited 
to the particular mechanisms illustrated and de 
scribed herein, as other mechanisms may equally 
well be employed within the spirit and scope of 
the invention. The mechanisms described here 
in have been. chosen, for illustrative purposes in 
order that the invention may more fully be de 
scribed, as required by the statutes. 
According to the ‘preferred embodiment of the 

invention illustrated in Fig. 1, the sand particles 
may be caused to fall in a continuous stream by 
gravity from a hopper.2, in which the sand is 
contained, through a valve 4 which, under the 
control of a rod 5 and handle (not shown) , regu 
lates the amount of sand that may bepassed from 
the hopper into the electrical charging mecha 
nism through a tube 8 made of some ?exible sub 
stance like rubber and fixed in place by clamps 
13, and down a chute 10 into theinterior of a 
cylindrical nozzle » conductor 12. Within the 
cylinder 12 is a second cylindrical conductor 14. 
The cylindrical conductors l2 and 14 are sepa 
rated by an air space 1'1, and have conforming 
surfaces that are opposed to each other through 
out a relatively large distance. In the air space 
is loea?ed an insulating cylinder 16. The sand is 

' , The conductors l2 and 14 ‘may be constituted of I 

‘1,928,968 
thus caused to travel between ‘the inner surface 
of the cylinder 12 and the outer surface of the 
cylindrical insulator 16, in the air space 1'1. 
The cylindrical conductors 12 and 14 are elec 
trically charged with charges of di?erent sign. 
Simultaneously with the travel of the sand in the 
space 1'1, therefore, it is subjected to the action 
of a very strong electric ?eld. One of the cylin 
drical conductors, as the conductor 14, acts as 
an inducing electrode or terminal, and’ the other, 
the conductor 12, as a charging electrode or 
terminal. The sand comesinto intimate contact 
with the charging electrode 12 and, traveling 
over the‘ said relatively large distance in such 
contact, becomes thereby charged.‘ In order to 
increase the contacting effect between the sand 
and the charging cylinder 12, the sand is caused 
to spiralv around the insulating cylinder 16, in 
the space 1'1, during its travel between the cylin 
ders 12 and 16. This spiral effect may be pro 
duced by constructing the chute 10 so that it shall 
extend tangentially into the air space 1'1, at an 
angle to the axes of the cylinders as shown in 
Fig. 2, and forcing the sand through the chute 
10, into the air space 1'1, under pressure.~ The 
source of pressure may be compressed air, carbon 
dioxide, or other gas, entering through an aspira 
tor or ori?ce 6, and driving the sand before it 
into the chute 10. The particles of sand travel 
in charged condition, spirally out of the air space 
17, and may thus be scattered, sprayed or dis 
seminated widely into or above the upper or other 
portion of a cloud, fog, mist, etc., ‘as the aero 
plane traverses thereover or therethrough. If the 
sand particles are charged oppositely to the 
polarity of the cloud particles,'the latter will 
coalesce, as before described, and the cloud will 
become dissolved. 
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brass or any other suitable metal or other con- 115 
ducting material. The insulating cylinder 16 
may be constituted of glass, mica, rubber, or any 
other desired insulating material. If glass is em 
ployed, the conductor 14 may be constituted of 
a silvered surface upon the interior of the glass 120 
cylinder. It is preferred, however, to employ a 
separate cylindrical conductor 14. The insulat 
ing cylinder 16 may, in fact, be entirely omitted 
below the upper portion of the chute 10 as the 
centrifugal action to which the sand is subjected 125 
may be su?icient to maintain the sand out‘ of con 
tact with the cylinder 14 and in contact with the 
cylinder 12. Above the upper portion of ‘the 
‘chute, the cylinder 16 maintains the cylinders 12 
and 14 insulated from each other while rigidly 130 
held in position. 
A storage condenser system 20 serves as the 

medium for. maintaining the cylinders 12 and 
14 charged at opposite polarity. The condenser 
system 20 may comprise one or more condensers. 135 
The source of energy for the condenser is an al 
ternating-current generator 22, driven from the 
airplane engine, or in any other desired manner. 
The alternating current is recti?ed by two two 
element,'vacuum-tube rectifiers 42 and 56. A 140 
reversing switch 24, interposed between the con 
denser system 20 and the cylinders 12 and 14, 
serves to reverse the polarity of the cylinders and, 
therefore, the charge imparted to the sand par 
ticles. - 

The generator 22 supplies energy to primary 
windings 24 and 26 of a ?lament transformer 28 
and a high-voltage transformer 30, respectively. 
The secondary winding 32 of the ?lament trans 
former is connected by a conductor 34, through 1 
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an ammeter 36 and a rheostat 38, to the ?lament 
40 of the two-element, vacuum-tube recti?er 42. 
It is not essential that the ?lament 40 be ener 
gized direct from the generator 22, but the illus 
trated connections avoid the use of ?lament stor 
age batteries, and are therefore advantageous for 
use on aeroplanes. ' 

From the ?lament 40, the circuit continues by 
conductors 44, 46, and 48 back to the secondary 
winding 32 of the ?lament transformer 28. In 
parallel with the ammeter 36, rheostat 38 and 
the ?lament 40, are a second ammeter 50, a second 
rheostat 52, and a second ?lament 54 of the two 
element recti?er tube 56. The ?laments 40 and 
54 are thus energized from the secondary wind 
ing 32 of the ?lament. transformer 28. 
From a tap 58, disposed at about half way of 

the secondary winding 27 of the high-voltage 
transformer 30, conductor 60 leads to one ter 
minal64 of the condenser system 20. The cir 
cult continues from the other terminal 66 of the 
condenser system 20 by a conductor 68, to a ter 

' minal point 70. At the terminal point 70, the 
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current divides. One branch travels by way of 
conductors 46 and 72,. to the ?lament 54 and 
the other branch by way of the conductor 44 to 
the ?lament 40. The current continues from 
the ?lament 54 to the plate 74 of the vacuum 
tube recti?er 56, and by a conductor 76 to a ter 
minal '78 of the said. secondary winding 27. From 
the ?lament 40, the circuit continues to the plate 
84 of the recti?er 42, and by a conductor 86, to 
the terminal point 88 of the secondary 26. The 
current can travel through the recti?er in one 
direction only, namely, when the plates 74 and 84 
are positive with respect to the corresponding 
?laments, currents in the opposite direction being 
suppressed by the action of the recti?ers. The 
current, therefore, passes through one of the rec 
ti?ers during one half-cycle and through the 
other recti?er during the next half-cycle, alter 
nately. The tap 58 is the return point of the cur 
rents through both recti?ers. The condenser 
system 20 is therefore energized by one of the 
portions of the secondary winding 27 during one 
half-cycle, and by the other portion during the 
next half-cycle, alternately. The ?rst-named 
portion is between the terminals 58 and 88 and 
the second-named portion is between the ter 
minals 58 and '78. 
Though it is preferred to employ the condenser 

charging system just described,‘ it will be un 
derstood that any equivalent charging means 
may be employed, and that the details of the i1 
lustrative charging mechanism may be varied, 
without departing “from the scope of the inven 
tion. The same result may be attained in many 
other ways, as, for example, by using two high 
voltage transformers instead of one, the primary 
windings being connected in parallel and the 
secondary windings in series, or the charging of 
condenser 20 may be effected by batteries or by 
any form of so-called “static machines”. 
The charges are communicated from the con 

denser system 20 to the cylinders 12 and 14 by 
connections now to be described. The terminal 
64 of the condenser system 20'is connected, by 
the conductor 62, with one side of the reversing 
switch 24. The terminal point 70, which as be 
fore described, is connected with the terminal 
66 of the condenser 20, is connected by'a con 
ductor 90 with the opposite terminal of the re 
versing switch 24. The reversing switch 24 is 
connectedbby a conductor 91, with a terminal 92 
of a clamping ring 93 on the cylinder 12, and also, 

by a conductor 94, with a terminal 95 of a coil 96 
of a few turns. The other terminal 97 of coil 96 
is connected, by conductor 98, with a terminal 99 
of a cap 100 on the cylinder 14. ' 

In the illustrated position of the reversing 
switch, the terminal 92 of the cylinder 12 is con 
nected, by the conductors 91 and 62, with the 
terminal 64 of the condenser system 20, and the 
terminal 99 of the cylinder 14 is connected, by 
conductors 9a, 94, and 90, with the terminal 66 
of the condenser system 20. In the other posi 
tion (not illustrated) of the reversing switch 24, 
the terminals 92 and 99 are respectively con 
nected with the terminals 66 and 64 of the con 
denser system 20. By reversing the position of 
the reversing switch 24, therefore, the polarity 
of the cylinders 12 and 14 may be reversed. The 
charges of the conductors 12 and 14 are made 
'very high, in order to subject the sand particles 
in the space 17 to the action of an intense electric 
?eld. The electric ?eld, in fact, should be made 
as intense as is possible without causing sparking 
between the electrodes. This does not necessarily 
mean the use of an excessively high voltage, for 
the voltage employed will depend upon the size 
of the air gap 17 between the conductors 12 and 
14, and partly upon the nature of the insulating 
medium 16. If the gap between the conductors 
12 and 14 is large, the voltage will be high; but 
a lower voltage may be used to produce as in 
tense an electric ?eld if the gap issmaller. ’ Using 
a sumciently small gap 17, the voltage employed 
may be as low as 10,000 or 20,000, though pref 
erably in excess of 8,000 volts. A voltage as high 
as 50,000 is probably unnecessary with proper 
design. Whatever the voltage employed, the in 
tensity of the electric ?eld is necessarily limited 
by the fact that a more intense ?eld will cause 
sparking between the conductors 12 and 14 par» 
ticularly if no insulating cylinder 16 is used. 
Higher voltages cannot be utilized to produce a 
more intense ?eld than this maximum, because 
they will be attended by sparking. 
The circuits and apparatus above described 

have been found to operate well in practice, and 
it is therefore unnecessary, in order to comply 
with the statutes, to hazard any theory as to the 
operation of the invention. Theoretical consid— 
erations sometimes make an invention of this 
character better understood by persons skilled in 
the art. For this reason, and for this reason 
oniy, the following theory of the operation is ex 
pounded. 

It may be assumed that the conductor 12 is 
positively charged, and the conductor 14 nega~ 
tively charged. If the charges are opposite to 
those assumed, the following explanation will 
apply with a change of sign. In consequence of 
the intense electric ?eld to which the sand par 
ticles are subjected while in contact with the con 
ductor'12, an electrical separation of charges will 
take place on each sand particle, the direction 
of polarization being in the direction of the ?eld. 
A negative charge will be produced on the side 
of the sand particle next to the positively charged 
conductor 12 (or a negative charge, if the conduc 
tor 12 is positively charged), and a positive charge. 
on the side of the sand particle towards the nega 
tively charged conductor 14, as is diagrammat 
ically illustrated in Fig. 3. As the sand particle 
is in contact with the positively charged con 
ductor 12, the negative charge upon the sand 
particle will flow from the sand particle to the 
conductor 12, and become neutralized by some 
of the positive charge upon the positively charged 
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4 
conductor 12. The positive charge on the other 
side of the sand particle will remain as a charge 
on the particle, and will be retained by the par 
ticle so long as it remains in contact with the 
charging conductor 12 and in the electric ?eld 
produced by the two conductors 12 and 14. The 
resulting charge is the combined result of both 
contact and induction. The intensity with which 
the sand particle becomes positively charged de 
pends upon the strength of this ?eld. If, for any 
reason, the strength of the electric ?eld becomes 
reduced while the particle is still in contact with 
the conductor 12, a part of this positive charge 
will become lost by the ?ow of some of the posi 
tive charge on the sand particle back to the posi 
tively charged conductor 12. It is therefore nec 
essary that the particle be subjected to the same 
intensity of electric ?eld until it leaves the con 
ductor 121st 18. For this reason, the inducing 
conductor 14 is caused to extend beyond the con 
ductor 12 in the direction of longitudinal travel 
of the sand particles, as is indicated at 19 in 
Figs. 1 and 3, and as is shown also in the modi? 
cations of Fig. 1, illustrated in Figs. 5 to 8, in 
clusive. 
The sand particles, when in contact with a 

positively charged electrode 12, will therefore take 
up a positive charge, and when in ‘contact with 
a negatively charged electrode 12 will take up a 
negative charge, the charge being of the same 
polarity as the polarity of the charging electrode. 

It is desirable to charge the sand particles with 
charges of one sign or the other, the sign being 
opposite to the sign of the charge upon the cloud 
particles. A charge opposite to the charge ac 
quired by the sand particles is imparted to the 
frame of the airplane by suitable grounding, and 
may be dissipated in any well known way, as by 
the ionized exhaust gases of the engine. 
The importance of having the electric ?eld be 

tween the conductors 12 and 14 sufficiently high, 
yet not so high as to cause sparking, has been 
above alluded to. The location of the apparatus 
is such that the sparks cannot be seen by the 
aviator; and owing to the deafening noise, the 
sounds of the sparking cannot be heard. The 
present invention therefore contemplates the use 
of an indicator for informing the aviator when 
the apparatus is sparking.v This indicator com 
prises a Geissler or other discharge tube 101, 
arranged in parallel to the inductance coil 96, 
previously referred to. A neon tube has been 
found satisfactory for this purpose. When there 
is an electric discharge between the conductors 
12 and 14, the potential difference across the ter 
minals of the induction coil caused by the re 
sulting electric oscillations will cause a discharge 
in the discharge tube 101. The discharge tube 
may be positioned so as to be readily visible by 
the aviator, who will adjust the voltage of the 
high-voltage transformer 30 in accordance with 
the indications of the discharge tube. 

It is not essential that the cylinders 12 and 14 
be vertically disposed, as illustrated. They may 
be inclined at anyangle, or held horizontally. 
If mounted vertically, the particles may be per 
mitted to travel through the air space 17, by 
being pulled downward under the action of grav 
ity. Such a method would not be very effective 
unless some means were provided for insuring 
contact between the charging electrode 12 and 
the sand particles. As the electric charge of the 
conductor 12 resides entirely in the surface of 
the conductor, contact of the sand particles with 
the surface is esential. The use of a blast of 

1,928,968 
air or other gas, in the manner before described, 
e?ectively insures such contactv and causes the‘ 
sand particles to adhere closely to the charging 
conductor 12. The compressed air or other gas 
necessary for this purpose may be obtained from 
previously ?lled tanks, or from a pump driven 
by the airplane engine, or in many other ways 
that will readily occur to persons skilled in the 
art. , 

A modi?cation of the invention is illustrated in 
Fig. 5. One of the electrodes 12 or 14 is replaced 
by a cylindrical conductor 102, and the other 
by a ring conductor 104. The ring 104 may be 
grounded to the airplane. The conductors 102 
and 104 are axially disposed, as illustrated. One 
of the conductors 102, is connected by the con 
ductor 98 with one terminal 66 of the condenser 
system 20, and the other conductor 104 by the 
conductor 91 with the terminal 64 of the con 
denser system 20. The sand particles are blown 
by an air blast, or caused in any other way to 
travel, in the direction of the arrow in Fig. 5, 
through the conductor 102. The air blast need 
not be very strong, but must have su?icient force 
to drive the sand particles through the ring 
conductor, notwithstanding the electrostatic at 
traction of the latter. The portions of the con 
ductor 102 forward oi’ the line of travel are 
restricted, as shown at 106. The forward por 
tion 106 of the conductor 102 is provided with a 
pointed member 108, extending toward the con 
ductor 104, preferably along the axis of the ring 
conductor 104. Sand particles are caused to en 
gage this member 108 while in the electric ?eld 
between the charged electrodes 108 and 104, and 
to travel in contact wi‘ h the member 108, thereby, 
acquiring a charge. The end of the member 108 
should preferably not extend beyond the ring 
conductor so that the sand particles will be 
maintained under the influence of the electric 
?eld at the time of leaving the member 108. If 
the end of the member 108 is disposed in the 
medial plane of the ring conductor 104, the sand 
particles will be subjected to the maximum in 
tensity of the electric field at the time of leaving 
the member 108. The pointed member 108 aids 
the chargingof the sand because the surface 
density of an electric charge is greater at a point. 
The sand particles are caused to travel through 
the ring 104 along a bundle of diverging paths, 
several of which are illustrated in dotted lines 
at 114. ' 

In the modi?cation of Fig. 6, the ring con 
ductor 104 is retained, but the cylindrical con 
ductor 102 is replaced by a cylindrical conductor 
116. The electrodes 116 and 104 are connected 
with the condenser system 20 in the same manner 
as before described. A second conducting cylin 
der 118 is disposed within the conducting cylinder 
116 and is electrically connected therewith, as by 
means of conductors 120. The rear portion of 
the cylinder 118 is cone shaped, as shown at 122. 
The forward portion of the cylinder 118 extends 
beyond the cylinder 116 and into and just beyond 
the ring 104, and its forward end tapers out 
wardly as shown at 124. 
Thepsand particles that are blown or other 

wise forced to travel through the cylinder 116, 
and between the cylinder 116 and the cylinder 
118, are caused to engage the tapering portion 
124 of the cylinder 118, and are thus forced 
outward from the axis of the cylinder along the 
dotted-line paths 126. This ensures contact be 
tween the sand particles and the charging elec 
trode 124 while in the intense electric ?eld exist 
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ing between the electrodes 104 and 124. The op 
eration is otherwise the same as heretofore de 
scribed. It will be noted that the paths 126 di 
verge at a considerably larger angle than in the 
modi?cation of Fig. 5. The contact of the sand 
particles with the tapering portion 124 thus effects‘ 
a double result: ?rst, it causes the sand particles 
to become more e?icien‘ly charged at the con 
tact that is thus ensured; and secondly, it causes 
the paths 126 to become diverged. 
In the modi?cation illustrated in Fig. 7, one 

conducting cylinder 128 is connected with one 
side of the condenser system 20, and aconduct 
ing member 130, disposed within the cylinder 
128, is connected with the other side of the con 
denser system. The sand particles are caused to 
travel between the conductors ‘128 and 130. In 
order that these sand particles may be prevented 
from engaging both cylinders at once, an insu 
lating cylinder 132, similar to the insulating cyl-‘ 
inder 18 of Fig. 1, is disposed between the con 
ductors 128 and 130. The sand particles are 
caused to travel between the insulating cylinder 
132 and the charging conductor 130. To increase 
the points of contact between the sand andthe 

_ charging electrode 130, the electrode 130 is pro 
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vided with 'a number of needles or other pointed, 
proiecting-me;al members 134, that project 
from the conductor 130 toward the cylinder 128. 
The sand particles travel outward, beyond the 
cylinder 132, as shown by the dotted lines 140. 
The inducing conductor 128 extends beyond the 
conductor 130 in order to maintain the intensity 
of the electric ?eld until after the sand particles 
have left the charging electrode 130, as was be 
fore described in connection with the conduclor' 
14 extending beyond the conductor 12, in Fig. 1. 
The apparatus will work satisfactorily without 

the needles 134. _‘ I 
A very simple form of apparatus is illustrated 

in Figs. 8 and 9. One of the conductors is shown 
as an ordinary glass bottle 142. The inner sur 
face of the bottle may be silvered, or in any other 
way rendered conducting, as, for example, by 
?lling the bottle with .water. The conductor 
within the bottle 142 is connected by thevcon 
ductor 91, shown extending through the cork 
stopper 146, with one side of the condenser sys 
tem 20. The other side of the condenser system 
20 is connected in any suitable manner with a 
conductor 148. The glass of the bottle 142 con 
stitutes the equivalent of the insulating cylinder 
16 of Fig. l, and 182 of Fig. 7. The conductor 
148 is shown as constituted of a portion of a cylin 
drical surface, so as to be more or less parallel 
to the glass of the bottle 142. ' The conductor 148 
is separated from the bottle 142 by an insulating 
member, shown as rubber strips 150. The sand 
particles may be forced through an opening 152 
in the conductor 148, and between the-conductor 
148 and the bottle 142, transversely to the axis 
of the bottle 142. The sand particles will be 
forced out of an opening 154 at the forward por 
tion' of the conductor 148 and into the atmosphere. 
Because of the curved form of the path between 
the conductor 148 and the bottle, the sand par-. 
ticles will be forced into intimate contact with 
the charging electrode 148, while in the, intense 
electric ?eld existing between the conductors 
142 and 148. In the cases unlike the construction 
shown in Fig. 6, intimate contact is assured be 
tween the sand particles and the charging con 
ductor but without causing a divergence in path. 
Many other modi?cations will occur to persons 

skilled in the art. It is therefore desired that the 

5 
appended claims be broadly construed, except 
in so far as limitations may be necessary tobe 
imposed by the state of the prior art. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The process of changing atmospheric condi 

tions consisting in traversing an atmospheric zone 
where it is desired to change the conditions with 
an aeroplane or other dirigible aircraft and scat- ‘ 
tering from said aeroplane substances which will 
produce the desired change of atmosphericcon 
ditions, as for example, electrically charged sand, 
dust or other ?nely divided particles, adapted to 
produce condensation or coalescence of water 
vapor or water particles to produce rain-fall 'or 
fog dispersion. 

2. The process of producing rain-fall or dis 
persal of cloud or fog, according to claim 1,‘ in 
which the cloud or fog is scattered with particles 
having an electrical charge of opposite sign to ' 
that of the cloud or fog, to produce coalescence 
of the water particles. 1 

3. A method of dissolving clouds that comprises 
charging extraneous particles and directing the 
charged particles into _a cloud. 

4. A method of dissolving clouds that comprises 
encasing sand particles in thin ?lms of moisture, 
charging the sand particles, and directing the, 
charged sand particles into a cloud. ‘ 

5. A method of dissolving clouds that comprises > 
causing particles to travel in an electric ?eld, 1'35 
charging the particles, and directing the charged 
particles out of the electric ?eld and into a cloud. 

6. A method of dissolving clouds that comprises 
causing particles to travel between two conductors 
charged with charges of opposite sign, directing 113 
the particles into contact with one of the con 
ductors during their travel between the conduc 
tors, and directing the charged particles into a 
Cloud; 

7. An electrical machine having, in combina- 115 
tion, a hollow conductor, a conductor disposed 
in the hollow conductor, an insulating barrier 
disposed between the conductors, means for 
charging the conductors with charges of different 
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. sign, and means for causing particles to travel 
between the ?rst-named conductor and the insu 
lating barrier. 

'8. An electrical machine, having, in combina 
tion, two conductors, one disposed substantially 
along the axis of the other, means for charging 
the conductors with‘ charges of different sign, 
means for causing particles to travel between the 
conductors in _a direction substantially parallel 
to the said axis, and means for causing the par 
ticles to travel along diverging paths after leav 
ing the conductors.v ' , 

9. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, a'cylindrical conductor, a conductor dis- - 
posed in the cylindrical conductor, an insulating 
barrier disposed between the conductors, and 135 
means for causing-particles to travel between the 
insulating barrier and the second-named conduc 
tor in a direction substantially parallel to the axis 
of the cylinder. _ 

10. An electrical machine having, in combina- 140 
tion, two cylindrical conductors disposed one in 
the other, an insulating cylinder disposed be 
tween the conductors, means for charging the 
conductors-with charges of di?erent sign, and 145 
means for causing particles to travel between the 
insulating cylinder and one of the conductors. 

11. An electrical machine having, in combina 
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,tion, two cylindrical conductors disposed one in 
the other, an insulating cylinder disposed be 
tween the cylinders, means for charging the con- 150 

so 



6 
ductors with charges of di?erent sign, means for 
causing particles to travel between the insulat 
ing cylinder and one of the conductors in a di 
rection substantially parallel to the axis of the 

5 said one conductor, and means for causing the 
particles to spiral in a cylindrical path during 

~ their travel. ' . 

12. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, two substantially vertically disposed cylin 

10 . drical conductors disposed one in the other, an 
insulating cylinder vertically disposed between 
the conductors, means for charging the conduc 
tors with charges of different sign, means for in 
troducing particles between the insulating cylin 

15 \der and one of the conductors, the particles be 
ing adapted to travel downward between the in 
sulating cylinder and the said one conductor, 
and means for causing the particles to spiral along 

4 a cylindrical path during their downward travel. 
13. An electrical machine having, in combina-' 

tion, two cylindrical conductors disposed one in 
the other, an insulating cylinder disposed be 
tween the conductors, means for charging the 
conductors with charges of different sign, means 

20 

I 25 for causing particles to travel between the in 
‘ sulating cylinder and the exteriorly disposed con 
ductor in a direction substantially parallel to the 
axis of the said exteriorly disposed conductor, and 
means for imparting a spiral movement to the 

30 particles during their axial travel to cause the, 
particles to engage the exteriorly disposed con 
ductor. ‘ 

'14. A machine for condensing moisture or 
vapor having, in combination, means for charg 

35 ing extraneous particles and means for directing 
the charged particles into the moisture or vapor. 

15. A machine for dissolving clouds having, in 
, combination, means for causing extraneous par 
ticles to travel in an electric ?eld to charge the 

40 particles, and means for directing the charged 
» particles into a cloud. 

16. A machine for dissolving clouds having, in 
combination, means for causing particles to travel 
along a predetermined path in an electric ?eld to 

45 charge the particles, and means for directing the 
charged particles out of the predetermined path 
along a' bundle of diverging paths into a cloud. 

17. A machine for dissolving clouds having, in 
combination, a hollow conductor, a second con 

50 ductor, means for charging the conductorswith 
charges of different sign, means for causing par 
ticles to travel through the hollow conductor to 
charge the particles, and means for directing the 
charged particles along diverging paths into a 

65 cloud. > V 

18. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, two conductors, a source of alternating cur 
rent, a vacuum tube, means for supplying energy 
to the vacuum tube from the source, a condenser 

60 in circuit with the vacuum tube, means connect 
ing the conductors with opposite terminals of 
the condenser, means for supplying energy from 
the source to the circuit comprising the con 
denser and the vacuum tube, and means for caus 

6b‘ ing particles to travel between the conductors and 
in contact with one of the conductors. 

19. An electrical machine Having, in combina 
tion, two conductors, a generator, a ?lament 
transformer and a high-voltage transformer, 

70 each having a primary winding and a secondary 
winding, means connecting the primary windings 
with‘ the generator, two vacuum tubes each hav 
ing a ?lament and a plate, means connecting the 
?laments with the secondary winding of the ?la 

75 ment transformer, means connecting the termi 
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nals of the secondary winding of the high-voltage 
transformer each with one of the plates, a con 
denser system, means connecting one terminal 
of the condenser system with an intermediate 
point of the secondary winding of the high-volt 
age transformer, means connecting the other 
side of the condenser system with the ?laments 
in parallel, means connecting the conductors 
with opposite terminals of the condenser and 
means for causing particles to travel between the 
conductors, and in contact with one of the con 
ductors. , 

20. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, two conductors, a condenser system, means 
connecting the conductors with opposite termi 
nals of the condenser system, means for charg 
ing the condenser system, and means for causing 
particles to travel between the conductors and in 
contact with one of the conductors. ' 

' 21. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, two conductors disposed near each other, a 
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condenser system“ means connecting the con- ' 
ductors with opposite terminals of the condenser 
system, a- high-voltage transformer connected 
with the condenser system, a vacuum tube in cir 100 
cuit with the ‘condenser system and the high-volt- , ' 
age transformer, means for energizing the vacu 
um tube and supplying energy to the high-voltage 
transformer to charge the condenser system, and 
means for causing particles to travel along a path 
closer to one of the conductors than to the other 
conductor. 

22. The process of changing atmospheric con 
ditions consisting in traversing the atmospheric 
zone where it is desired to change the conditions 
with an aeroplane or other dirigible aircraft and 
scattering from said aeroplane through 91 sub 
stantial area containing water vapor, ?nely di 
vided particles such as dust, sand or the like, 
charged with electricity, and thereafter, if de 
sired, producing coalescence of these water par 
ticles, for example, by scattering the cloud or fog 
with ?nely divided particles having an electrical 
charge of opposite sign to that of the ?rst-named 
particles. - . 

23. Method in accordance with claim 1, in 
which, when the cloud or fog is neutral, it is ?rst 
charged with electricity of one polarity, and is 
thereafter treated by scattering therethrough 
the ?nely divided particles having an electrical 
charge of opposite polarity to that previously im 
parted to the cloud or fog. - 

24. The process of condensation in free air 
according to claim 1, in which the aeroplane or 
other dirigible aircraft scatters simultaneously 
electrical charges of both polarities, and if de 
sired, the charges of opposite sign being scattered 
in separate strata. - 

25. Apparatus for‘ effecting coalescence of at 
mospheric moisture, which comprises an aero 
plane or other dirigible‘ aircraft containing mech 
anism for discharging minute particles of a me 
dium adapted to react upon the surrounding at 
mosphere to e?'ect the said coalescence. 

26. Apparatus according to claim 1, in which 
the aeroplane or other dirigible aircraft is pro 
vided with a discharging mechanism comprising 
a discharge nozzle adapted to have a source of 
high potential connected therewith, whereby the 
nuclei or small particles of matter passing there 
through are adapted 'to have imparted thereto a 
high potential charge of either sign. 

27. Apparatus according to claim 1, in which 
the aeroplane or other dirigible aircraft is pro 
vided with a receiving hopper for the neclei or 
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small particles of matter to be scattered cooper 
ating with a discharge nozzle having a pair of 
terminals adapted to be connected across the 
secondary of a high potential transformer 
through the intervention of a rectifying device 
and thereby to impart a high potential charge 
of either sign to the particles of matter dis 
charged from said nozzle. 

28. A method of condensing moisture that 
comprises charging particles from a source ex 
traneous to the moisture and directing the 
charged particles into the moisture. . 

29. The process of precipitating moisture from 
a cloud, comprising scattering widely in the up 
per portion of the cloud ?nely divided particles‘ 
of extraneous matter having opposite electrical 
charges from that of the cloud. 

30. The‘ process of precipitating clouds in free 
air by scattering above said cloud particles of 
extraneous matter electrically charged opposite 
to the charge on the cloud particles. 

31. The process of dispersing a cloud having 
electrically-charged cloud particles that com 
prises causing sand particles to travel in the 
form of a continuous stream, simultaneously im 
parting to the sand particles an electric charge 
of opposite polarity to the polarity of the cloud 
particles, and scattering the stream of charged 
sand particles widely into the upper portion of 
the cloud. _ 

32. The process of dispersing a cloud having 
electrically-charged cloud particles that com 
prises charging two oppositely disposed, insulated 
conductors with charges of opposite polarity to 
produce an electrostatic ?eld between them, caus 
‘ing sand particles to travel in the form of a con 
tinuous stream in the electrostatic ?eld between 
the conductors and in contact with thatone of 
the conductors the polarity of which is opposite 
to the polarity of the cloud particles to impart 
to the sand particles an electric charge of oppo 
site polarity to the polarity of the cloud particles, 
directing the stream of sand particles in charged 
condition out of contact with the said one con 
ductor, and scattering the stream of charged sand 
particles widely into the upper portion of the 
cloud. 

33. A machine for electrically charging sand 
particles having, in combination, two cylindrical 
conductors disposed one in the other and insu 
lated from each other, a condenser system, means 
connecting the conductors with opposite termi 
nals of the condenser system, means for charg 
ing the condenser system to charge the conductors 
with charges of opposite polarity to produce an 
electrostatic ?eld between them, means for re 
versing the polarity of the conductors, and means 
for causing the sand particles to travel in the form 
of a continuous stream in the electrostatic ?eld 
between the conductors and in contact with one 
of the conductors to impart to the sand particles 
an electric charge of the same polarity as the 
polarity of the said one conductor, and for direct 
ing the stream of sand partitcles in charged con 
dition out of contact with the said one conductor. 

34. A machine for dispersing clouds having elec 
trically-charged cloud particles having, in com 
bination, an aeroplane, two cylindrical conduc 
tors carried thereby, the conductors being dis 
posed one in the other and insulated from each 
other, means carried by the aeroplane for charg 

' ing the conductors with charges of opposite po 
larity to produce an electrostatic ?eld between 
them, a sand-containing hopper carried by the 
aeroplane, and means for causing the sand par 

7 
ticles to travel in the form of a continuous stream 
in the electrostatic ?eld between the conductors 
and in contact with that one of the conductors 
the polarity of which is opposite to the polarity 
of the cloud particles to impart to the sand par 
ticles an electric charge of opposite polarity to 
the polarity of the cloud particles and for direct 
ing the stream of sand particles in charged con 
dition out of contact with the said one conductor 
and scattering them widely into the" upper por 
tion of a cloud. ' ' ' ' 

35. An electric machine having, in combination, 
two cylindrical conductors disposed one in the 
other and insulated from each other, one of the 
conductors having a surface of relatively large 
distance disposed toward the other conductor, 
means for charging the conductors with charges 
of opposite polarity to produce an electrostatic 
?eld between them and to produce a charge on 
the said one surface throughout the said rela 
tively large distance, and means for causing par 
ticles to travel in the form of a continuous stream 
in the electrostatic ?eld between the conductors 
and in intimate contact with the said charged 
surface throughout the said relatively large dis 
tance to impart to the particles an electric charge 
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of the same polarity as the polarity of the said ' 
charged surface, and for directing the stream of 
particles in charged condition out of contact with 
the said one conductor. 

36. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, a hollow conductor, a second conductor dis 
posed in the hollow conductor, one of the con 
ductors having a surface of relatively large dis 
tance disposed toward the other conductor, means 
fior charging the conductors with charges of 
opposite polarity to produce an electrostatic ?eld 
between the conductors and to produce a charge 
on the said one surface throughout the said rela 
tively large distance, and means for causing par 
ticles to travel in the electrostatic ?eld in‘ inti 
mate contact with the said charged surface 
throughout the said relatively large distance to 
cause the particles to take up the charge of the 
said charged surface. 

37. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, two conductors at least one of which has a 
surface of relatively large distance disposed to 
ward the other conductor, an insulating barrier 
between the conductors, means for charging the 
conductors with charges of opposite polarity to 
produce an electrostatic ?eld between the con 
ductors and to produce a charge on the said one 
surface throughout the said relatively large dis 
tance, and means for causing particles to travel 
in the electrostatic ?eld in inimate contact with 
the said charged surface throughout the said rel 
atively large distance to cause the particles to 
take up the charge of the said‘charged surface. 

38. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, a hollow open-ended conductors, a second 
conductor disposed axially of the open-ended 
conductor, one of the conductors having a 
surface of relatively large distance disposed 
toward the other conductor, means for charg 
ing the conductors with charges of opposite 
polarity to produce an electrostatic ?eld between 
the conductors and to produce a charge on the 
said one surface throughout the said relatively 
large distance, and means for causing particles 
to travel in the electrostatic ?eld in intimate 
contact with the said charged surface through— 
out the said relatively large distance to cause the 
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I J :39. An electrical machine having, in combina 
tion, two conductors having electrically'coniorm 
ing surfaces that are opposed to each other 
throughout a relatively large distance, means 
for charging‘ the conductors with charges of op- . 
posite polarity toproduce an electrostatic ?eld 
between them, a sand containing hopper, and 
means for causing the sand particles-to travel 
in the form of a continuous stream in the elec 
trostatic ?eld between the conductors and in 
intimate contact with one 0! the conductors 
throughout the said relatively large distance and 
thereby to take up the charge of the ‘said one 
conductor and for directing the stream of sand 
particles in charged condition out 01 contact with 
the said one conductor. » 

40. An electrical machine having, incombina 
tion, two conductors having electrically conform 
ing surfaces that are opposed to each other 
throughout a relatively large distance, means for 

' relatively highly charging the conductors with 
charges of different sign to produce a relatively 
strong electrostatic ?eld between the conductors 
throughout the relatively large distance, and 
means for causing particles disposed between the 
conductors to travel in intimate contact with one 

‘ oi the conductors throughout the said relatively 
large distance and thereby to take up the charge 
01' the said one conductor. 

41. The process of precipitating moisture from 
a cloud, comprising traversing rapidly the strata 
above the cloud while charging ?nely divided 
particles 01 extraneous matter with an electric 
charge opposite to that of the cloud and widely 
scattering them above the cloud. 

42. The process of condensing, coalescing and 
precipitating moisture from supersaturated at 

mospheric strata. comprising traversing the strata 
while charging and scattering in such strata, nu 

, clei carrying an electric charge, thereby causing 
the formation of a cloud and then precipitating 
such cloud by traversing the strata above such 
cloud while charging and scattering through such 
cloud particles of extraneous matter carrying a 
charge opposite to that of said cloud. 

43. The process of condensing and precipitat 
ing moisture from' supersaturated atmospheric 
strata comprising scattering in such strata 
nuclei adapted to. facilitate condensation, 
thereby causing the formation of clouds, and 
then precipitating such cloud by scattering upon 
the upper portion thereof particles of extraneous 
matter carrying an electrical charge opposite ,to 
that of said cloud. ' ' J 

44. The process of condensing and precipitat 
ing moisture from supersaturated atmospheric 
strata comprising scattering in such strata nuclei 
adapted to increase condensation in clouds, and 
then precipitating . such cloud by scattering 
through the cloud particles of extraneous matter 
carrying an electrical charge opposite to that 01 
said cloud. 

45. The process of dispersing a cloud compris¢ 
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ing scattering widely in the upper portion of said ‘ 
cloud ?nely divided particles of extraneous mat 
ter, while imparting to them a charge of opposite 
polarity to that of the cloud. 

46. The process of dispersing a cloud compris 
ing scattering widely through the cloud ?nely di 
vided particles of extraneous matter, while im 
parting to them a charge in excess of 8000 electro 

' static volts and of opposite polarity to that of 
the cloud. ' 
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